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Mixing &
Machin
Once upon a time I had a
small collection of stamps
– but like the magic
porridge pot, it grew and
it grew... I was always drawn to the
colours of the stamps, and knew that
there had to be a way to creatively
upcycle all of my excess into something
beautiful, rather than let them go to
waste...
You may have noticed that I have a
tendency to wordiness: that is why
notebooks were an obvious project for
me. The small canvas of the covers also
allowed me to play with lots of different
colour combinations, and find out which
colours worked well together.
As well as stamps, as well as words, I've
also always had a fondness for
geometric quilt patterns. In the old

days, I used
to convert them into
needlepoint patterns. Now
that I saw stamps even when my eyes
were closed I started to envision a
postal patchwork, instead.
It's a very simple concept: the designs
are created by slicing the stamps in half
diagonally, then realigning against the
same design stamp in a mismatched
colour. I love the way the colours
interact and bounce off each other...not
to mention the creation of some fun
two-tone profiles of the queen, where
two stamps join! The rainbow
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Having said that, though, the postal
patchwork principle would be just as
effective with any definitive stamps
whose only design variable is colour
(albeit with fewer tonal possibilities).

spectrum has
a striking, kaleidoscopic
effect, but tonal colour schemes also
work well. I once made a whole series in
different monochromatic colour
combinations for a private gallery in the
US...

Although I have now (mostly) moved on
to a new style of collage using vintage
stamps of all kinds from around the
world, I will always have a sentimental
attachment to the good old Machin: it's
the stamp I grew up with, and the
stamp which grew my entire career in
the field of stamp art! I'm also pretty
sure that there is no other country that
can claim such a vast array of colours to
one single definitive stamp design.

Something else that
I grew up with is
the institution of
Ladybird Books! I
was recently looking
through my copy of
The Ladybird Book
About Stamp
Collecting (published in 1969). It is
largely an overview of thematic stamps,
but it also has sections on various postal
curiosities, and as I was flipping
through, the small section on 'bisect'
stamps caught my eye. These are
stamps that have been cut in half
diagonally but were still legitimate legal
tender. Quite a few instances of this
practice have been documented around
the world, but the Ladybird illustration
shows an example of British stamps
issued in 1940, during the German
occupation of the Channel Islands.
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Stocks of penny stamps were running
low so the Post Office authorised the
use of 2 pence stamps cut in half
diagonally to count for half the face
value. Genius! This was of course
decades before the issue of the first
Machin stamp; but perhaps the idea was
lurking somewhere in my subconscious
when I first started playing with postal
patchwork all those years ago…

What's New?
May 2018: The TangleStore is
currently undergoing a minimakeover - new look revealed soon!

Luxury Writing Sets - £6 - £20
...but if you really want to savour the
writing experience, and/or treat
someone special, check out the 4 new
designs added to my luxury writing
paper range:

Additions to the TangleStore since the
last newsletter – find full details of each
product online at TangleCrafts.com.

Writing Paper Notepads - £5
Are you a voracious long letter writer?
If a standard letter set offers you too
many envelopes and not enough writing
paper, these new notepads are what you
need! Each pad has 50 sheets of
(environmentally friendly, wood free)
paper, and can be purchased alone, or
with additional ribbed kraft envelopes,
as you prefer. There are 3 designs on
hand, plus 3 more available to special
order.

Printed on a finely ridged, thick &
creamy 160gsm paper, it is a pleasure to
write on! You can also gift it up, with a
ribbon-tied wallet, or a gift/storage box
complete with fountain pen. Go on,
treat yourself!

uk offer: free p&p on orders of £10+ with coupon FREEPP18
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Gallery
This commissioned artwork was
completed in May 2018, shown below
from first preparations to completed
rainbow. Different variations available
& custom requests welcome – check out
TangleCrafts.com for further details.

WHO AM I & WHAT AM I DOING HERE?

I'm a part-time artist living in Derby.
I've always been obsessed with all
things postal, and grew up in a home
where upcycling was second nature.
Discovering the joy of collage enabled
me to combine those things with an
inherent love of colour & landscape.
Creating original pieces of functional
art at the same time as preserving
fragments of history is a uniquely
satisfying ongoing experiment!

- Su Mwamba, January 2018

All Customers

Save £5 on your
next order of £30+ from
TangleCrafts.com
with coupon code

machinmix

(expires 31 Dec 2018)

How many different colour Machin stamps make up this rainbow?
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